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Getting Ready for Spring!

We are sure getting excited here for our golf
course renovation that is expected to start in
April. The original golf course designer, Robert
Trent Jones II will be doing the work and the end
result will be amazing! All the bunkers and
surrounding areas will be totally re-done, as will
the 1st green and a part of the 3rd green. The
golf course will be open during construction as
the work will take place in three hole segments
so the impact to the golfer will be kept as
minimal as possible.
Punch card: Don't forget you can buy a 10 round
punch card this year, only $45 per round - save
over $90!
Players Card: for only $39 you get a FREE
round of golf at Edinburgh USA and Brookland
Golf Park plus over $500 in discounts.
Lessons: Start the year on the right foot with
lessons. Edinburgh USA has an incredible
teaching staff! We have the #1 rated teacher in
Minnesota by Golf Digest (Craig Waryan), we
have a Top 100 teacher by Golf Magazine
(Peter Krause), a former Minnesota PGA Junior
Golf Teacher of the Year (Adam Guili) plus Lisa
Eggleston and Andy Wiese all on one staff.
Combine that with an incredible practice facility
and Edinburgh USA is the place to improve your
game.
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Adam Guili The movement of the lower
body is vital in developing a
better golf swing. We all need
to get better at it and with a
consistent routine every week,
you will be able to do it! As
you have seen ....there are all
sorts of backswings but there
is really only one great impact
position. When the chest is
facing the ball and the lower
body (hips, belly button or belt
buckle) are moving toward the
target, then you are truly on
the path to better golf shots.
The swing link (video here)
demonstrates how to properly
move the feet, legs and hips
on the downswing. I would
encourage you to work on the
movement in February and
March with your goal to be
better at it and much more
comfortable by April 1st.
As we all get older our bodies
slow down and we become
too flat footed during the golf
swing. Start rehearsing this
lower body motion now and
you will quickly feel a few
muscles tingle since they
probably have been quiet for a
few months. As one of my
favorite golf teachers says,
"Don't be a Flat Footed
Freddy....try to be an Open
Oscar with the hips"
Good luck and hope to see
you all soon.
I'm in the Golf Dome 6 days a
week if you need any
coaching.

